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We discussed neutrino masses and mixings in the SUSY SO~10! model where quarks and leptons have
Yukawa couplings to at least two 10 and one126 Higgs scalars. In this model, the Dirac and the right-handed
Majorana mass terms are expressed by linear combinations of quark and charged lepton mass matrices, which
then determine the neutrino mass matrix by the seesaw mechanism. We show that there are various solutions
to reproduce a large mixing angle fornm-nt and a small mixing angle forne-nm , as well as the hierarchical
mass spectrum of neutrinos.@S0556-2821~99!07101-5#











































The Super-Kamiokande group announced a remark
report @1# of evidence neutrino oscillations and neutrin
masses based on atmospheric neutrino observations.
nm-ne oscillation scenario is excluded by the CHOOZ da
@2# and also the Super-Kamiokande data@1#, andnm-nt os-
cillation is favored, although the interpretation of th
nm-nsterile is possible. Within the three-neutrino scenar
they showed that sin22unt.0.8 andDm23
2 is in the range
1023– 1022 eV2. On the other hand, from observation of th
day and night difference of the solar neutrino flux, it see
that small mixing forne-nm is favored for the solar neutrino
problem@3#.
In this paper, we consider these facts seriously and se
scenario to reproduce the pattern of neutrino mixings and
neutrino mass spectrum. In particular, we aim at how
large mixing between m andnt arises, while one keeps th
small mixing betweenne andnm in the framework of super-
symmetric~SUSY! SO~10! grand unified theory~GUT! mod-
els. We consider the model where fermions have Yuka
couplings to at least two 10 and one126 Higgs scalars. In
this scenario, the Dirac and right-handed Majorana m
terms are expressed by linear combinations of quark
charged lepton mass matrices and thus the neutrino m
matrix arising from the seesaw mechanism is also de
mined by quark and charged lepton mass matrices. In
basis where theu-type quark mass matrix is diagonal, th
d-type and also thel-type ~charged lepton! mass matrices are
expected to be almost diagonal so that it is a nontrivial pr
lem to obtain the nonhierarchical neutrino mass matrix
the part related to the second and third generations by u
these hierarchical mass matrices, which is needed to ob
the large mixing betweenm andnt .
The model which we consider has been discussed in






















masses and mixings. Babu and Mohapatra@4# and Lee and
Mohapatra@5# considered the minimal~SUSY! SO~10! GUT
model, where quarks and leptons have Yukawa coupling
only one 10 and one126 Higgs scalars, in order to get pre
dictions of neutrino masses and mixings. Along this line,
texture-zero analysis based on models of one 10 and tw
three126 Higgs scalars was made by Babu and Shafi@6# and
Achiman and Greiner@7#. All these models have predicted
small mixing angle fornm-nt . The particular interest of
these models lies in the fact that neutrino mixings and ra
of neutrino masses are predicted.
Recently, Brahmachari and Mohapatra@8# discussed that
minimal SUSY SO~10! models with one 10 and one126 are
unable to predict a large mixing angle fornm-nt . Therefore,
they considered SUSY SO~10! models where Higgs multip-
lets are in two 10 and one126 representations. By conside
ing a type-II seesaw mechanism where the neutrino m
matrix consists of the left-handed Majorana mass term
the seesaw term, they found a solution which predicts a la
mixing angle fornm-nt and a small mixing angle forne-nm .
Motivated by the work in Ref.@8#, we consider SUSY
SO~10! models where quarks and leptons have Yukawa c
plings to more than two 10 and one126 Higgs scalars. The
model is essentially the same as that by Brahmachari
Mohapatra except that we do not consider the left-han
Majorana mass term. We assume that the low energy the
of these models is the minimal supersymmetric stand
model ~MSSM! with two Higgs doublets which are linea
combinations of the doublets in the 10’s and the126. We
assume thatHu5a1Hu(101)1a2Hu(102)1a3Hu(126) and
Hd5b1Hd(101)1b2Hd(102)1b3Hd(126). Quark and lep-
ton masses come from the Yukawa couplings,
WY5hi ,abcacbHi~10!1 f abcacbD̄~12̄6!, ~1!
where ca is the 16-dimensional fermions with the famil
index a. The matriceshj ’s and f are 333 complex symmet-
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M nR5vRf , ~2!
wherevu1 is the vacuum expectation value ofHu(101) mul-










The parametervR is the scale of the right-handed Majoran
neutrino masses.
From Eq.~2!, we obtain the relation forn>2:
M nD5Mu2r ~Md2Ml !,
M nR5R~Md2Ml !, ~4!
wherer 5ku /kd andR5vR/4kd . Since we consider that th
neutrino mass matrixmn is derived by the seesaw mech
nism asmn52M nD
T M nR
21M nD , mn is essentially determined
by quark and charged lepton mass matrices. The only o
parameters are the ratios of vacuum expectation values,r and
R. The parameterR is used to control the overall normaliza
tion of neutrino masses, and thereforer is the only adjusting
parameter to fix neutrino mixings and the ratios of neutr
masses. The models presented above are quite tight so
there needs to be some mechanism which naturally lead
large mixing between m andnt .
The topics in this paper are as follows
~i! We show that the minimal model consisting of one
and one126 Higgs is excluded. This is because of the inab
ity to reproduce the experimentally observed pattern of
mass spectrum ofd-type quarks and charged leptons sim
taneously. Our reason is severer than the reason raise
Brahmachari and Mohapatra@8#. They argued that the mode
is unable to predict a large mixing angle betweennm-nt and
thus the model is rejected. The outline of our discussion
given in the Appendix.
~ii ! We consider the~type-I! seesaw mechanism to obta
the neutrino mass matrix in contrast to Brahmachari and M
hapatra@8# who used the type-II seesaw mechanism wh
the left-handed Majorana mass term is added to the see
term. We simply avoid introducing an extra freedom due
the left-handed Majorana mass term.
~iii ! We give a qualitative argument on how to get the le
hierarchical structure of the neutrino mass matrix which
derived through the seesaw mechanism by using the D
and right-handed Majorana mass terms which are given
linear combinations of hierarchicalu-type, d-type, and the
charged lepton mass terms.
~iv! We found many possible ranges of the parameterr o
lead a small mixing forne-nm and a large mixing fornm-nt
as well as the hierarchical neutrino mass spectrum. Each



















The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we expla
the general structure of the Dirac mass matrix and the M
jorana mass matrix, and then we explaine the strategy ho
obtain the large mixing betweennm andnt . In Sec. III, we
present a numerical analysis on whether models can re
duce the atmospheric neutrino as well as the solar neut
experimental data. A summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. UNIFIED DESCRIPTION OF QUARK AND LEPTON
MASSES AND MIXINGS
In this section, we present a qualitative argument on h
to derive the large mixing betweennm andnt .
A. Basis of mass matrices
There is a freedom in choosing the basis of mass matri
Because neutrino mass matrices are expressed as linear
binations of quark and charged lepton mass matrices, we
transform all mass matrices simultaneously by a unitary m
trix such thatMk8[U
TMkU, wherek5u,d,l ,nD,nR by a
unitary matrix U. Since all mass matrices are symmet
ones, we chooseU such that it diagonalizesMu :
Mu8[U
TMuU5Du , ~5!
whereDu5diag(umuu,umcu,umtu). Next, we introduce a unitary
matrix D which diagonalizesMd , i.e., D
TMdD5Dd , with
Dd5diag(umdu,umsu,umbu). By usingU andD, the general form
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix is given
by U†D5fu
†Kfd , whereK is a special form of the CKM
matrix andf i ( i 5u,d) are diagonal phase matrices. By u





TK* fd* Ddfd* K
†fu .
~6!
Finally, we transform all matrices by the phase matrixfu as
fu* Mk8fu
†[M̃ k . This is the basis which we use in
M̃u5D̃u , M̃d5K* D̃dK
†, ~7!
and M̃ l , M̃ nD , and M̃ nR , where D̃u5fu* Dufu
†
[diag(mu ,mc ,mt) and D̃d5fd* Ddfd
†[diag(md ,ms,mb). In
this basis, all quark masses are complex quantities. Now
have
M̃ nD5M̃u2rM̃ , M̃ nR5RM̃, ~8!
where
M̃5M̃d2M̃ l . ~9!




21M̃ nD . ~10!
Thus the neutrino mass matrix is essentially determined o
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determines the overall scale of the neutrino masses. Thu
parameter is the only adjusting parameter to reproduce
desired neutrino mixing angles and neutrino mass ratios
B. Quark and charged lepton masses and CKM
mixings at the GUT scale
We use the following quark and charged lepton mass
and the CKM mixing angles at the GUT sca
(231016 GeV), which were estimated in the minimal supe
symmetric standard model with tanb510 following Fusaoka
and Koide@9#:









sin u12520.2205, sinu1350.0026, sinu2350.0318,
~12!
where fermion masses are defined in units of GeV. Althou
these values of the parameters should have errors, we ne
errors since our purpose is to answer whether the param
ranges ofr exist to reproduced the desired neutrino mixin
and neutrino spectrum. The above values of CKM mixings
the GUT scale are given by taking into account the one-lo
contribution by keeping onlymt andmb .
In the numerical analysis, we use the values in Eqs.~11!
and~12!. For the qualitative analysis, we use the Wolfenst















wherel50.2205,A50.6540, andL51.100 by using the mixing angles in Eq.~12!.
C. Explicit form of quark mass matrices at the GUT scale
Because of the hierarchy of magnitudes of quark masses, we parametrizeD̃u and D̃d as follows:
D̃u5mtS jutl7 jctl4
1
D , D̃d5mbS jdbl4 jsbl2
1
D , ~14!
wherej’s are quantities of order unity. From Eq.~11!, we haveujutu50.318,ujctu50.990,ujdbu50.563, andujsbu50.545.
By using them, one finds


























D . ~15!ssIt is interesting to observe the difference between
mass hierarchy ofu-type quarks and that ofd-type quarks.
While umu /mtu;O(l7) and umc /mtu;O(l4), umd /mbu
;O(l4) and ums /mbu;O(l2). That is, the mass hierarch
of d quarks is much less severe than that ofu quarks. Next,
we observe that (M̃d)22;(M̃d)23;O(l
2). These are crucia
in the following discussions.
D. Hierarchy in the neutrino mass matrix
First, we discuss what kind of neutrino mass matrix
required from the recent data. From the data@1,2,3#, the neu-











where s5sin umt and c5cosumt , with umt is the mixing
angle betweennm and nt neutrinos,e;l
2 and e8/e;s/(1
1c). From this mixing matrix, the expected neutrino ma
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sin22umt>0.7 for the experimentally allowed region, we s
that the submatrix relevant tonm and nt should have less
hierarchical structure than quark mass matrices as
S 0.2310.77r 20.42 0.420.23r 210.77D; 12 S 11r 21 1r 211D
;S 0.7710.23r 20.42 0.420.77r 210.23D . ~18!
The above matrices show variations of their compone
They corresponds to the anglesumt5u0 , p/4, andp/22u0
with sin22u050.7. From the above analysis, we observe
following: ~1! The 1-2 and 1-3 elements are of orderl2,
while the 1-1 element is of orderl4. ~2! In general, the
nonhierarchical structure appears for the part related tonm
andnt . Even in the extreme case, the hierarchy is at mos
orderl.
E. Mechanism which leads the large mixing
betweennµ and nt
In the basis whereM̃u is diagonal,M̃d takes a hierarchica
form. Then it is natural to suppose thatM̃ l also takes a hier-
archical form. On the other hand, in order to get the non
erarchical neutrino mass matrix for the part related tonm and
nt , at least one ofM nD andM nR should take the nonhierar
chical form for the relevant part. SinceM nD and M nR are
linear combinations of hierarchical mass matricesM̃u , M̃d ,
andM̃ l , there needs to be some mechanism to get the no
erarchical structure forM nD and/or M nR for the relevant
part. This is a necessary condition and does not imply
desired form of neutrio mass is obtained. However, we s
this possibility.
The hint lies in the fact that the 2-2 element ofM̃d is the
same size as the 2-3 element. We consider how to obtain
nonhierarchical form ofM̃ nD . By adjustingr, we make the
3-3 element ofM̃ nD5M̃u2rM̃ as small as of orderl
2mt .
Then mc and mu do not contribute toM̃ nD because of the
large hierarchy ofu-type quark masses. Thus onlymt in M̃u
contributes toM̃ nD . Thus the nonhierarchical structure aris
with the above condition for the 3-3 element.
We consider the above condition in detail, which
treated as two separate cases.
1. mbmt<0 case
In this case,M̃ nR has a hierarchical form as we see fro
Eqs.~8! and~9!. We require thatM̃ nD have a nonhierarchica
form for the relevant part. This is achieved by requiring th
the 3-3 element ofM̃ nD to be of order of the 2-3 element:
mt2r ~mb2mt!;O~l
2mt!. ~19!













In particular, the range ofr which gives a nonhierarchica
neutrino mass structure will consist of two parts. One is
region r ,50, and the other is the oner .50, because the
exact equalitymt5r (mb2mt) gives the vanishing 3-3 ele
ment of the neutrino mass matrix so that we cannot rep
duce the desired mass matrix given in Eq.~18!.
2. mbmt>0 case
In this case,M̃ nR has a nonhierarchical form due to th
cancellation betweenmb andmt . There are two cases.





The range ofr which gives a nonhierarchical neutrino ma
structure will consist of two parts, the oner ,750 and the
other r .750.





The above conditions are of course only the necess
ones to achieve a nonhierarchical form of the neutrino m
matrix. The problem is whether there are regions ofr which
reproduce the desired neutrino mixing angles and more
portantly the hierarchical spectrum of neutrino masses. Th
is no guarantee of the existence of such a parameter regio
r. We have to calculate the neutrino matrix for a givenr and
examine whether the desired mixings and mass ratios
realized, especially by paying special attention to the abo
mentioned parameter regions ofr.
III. ANALYSIS
Before the analysis, the following comments are in ord
~i! The parameters.In addition tor andR, we have sign
freedoms of quark and lepton masses. Since one of the p
can be fixed, we choosemb.0. If we scaleM̃ nD by mt , the
parameter enters asr /mt . Thus we can fixr .0, while we
allow mt to take both positive and negative signs. Thus
fix mb.0 and r .0 and take all combinations of signs o
other fermion masses.
~ii ! The desired neutrino mixings and masses.We con-
sider the following constraints on ranges of neutrino mixin
and neutrino masses@1,10#:
331023,sin2 2uem,2.0310







where we used 3 1026 eV2,Dm12
2 ,131025 eV2 and
231024 eV2,Dm23
2 ,131022 eV2. Since we are dealing
with the hierarchical mass spectrum of neutrino case,
overall normalization is fixed by the massmnt . The param-
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2 ,131025 eV2,
231024 eV2,Dm23
2 ,531023 eV2. ~24!








~iii ! The mixing angles. Since we are looking for the s
lutions which reproduce the hierarchical neutrino mass sp
trum and the mixings in Eqs.~23! and~24!, we may treat the
three-neutrino mixing as if it is due to the two-neutrino mi
ing. In other words, we may define angles by sinuem
.(Un)12 and sinumt.(Un)23, whereUn is the neutrino mix-
ing matrix. With this approximation, we seek the range
parameterr which reproduce the desired mixings and rat
of masses to solve the atmospheric neutrino problem and
solar neutrino problem. Once we find the solution, then
examine whether the mixings and masses that we obta





2, we can treat the mix-
ing angle as sinueX5(Un)13 and the mass-squared differen
asDm2.m3
2 in our three-neutrino mixing scenario.
A. Simplification of the problem
In this paper, we use the following simplification.
~i! The CP violation is neglected. Explicitly, we perform
the numerical analysis by setting the Kobayashi-Maska
CP violation angled to zero and taking the quark an
charged lepton masses as real. However, we set the sig
fermion masses free so that we have to consider all com
nations of signs of quark and charged lepton masses.
~ii ! M̃ l is assumed to be diagonal in the basis we adop
in this paper.
With these simplifications, the neutrino mass matrixmn is
determined by quark and charged lepton masses, CKM m
ing angles,r andR. The parameterR determines the overal
scale ofM̃ nR so that it plays a role of adjusting the overa
scale of neutrino masses in the seesaw mechanism. The
trino mixing angles and the ratios of neutrino masses
solely determined by only one parameterr. Thus the presen
model is a quite tightly constrained one.
Once the ranges of the parameterr which reproduce the
desired neutrino mixing angles and ratios of masses
found, the introduction of CP violation will relax the regio
of r andR. The same is expected if we relax~ii !. Therefore,
in this paper we concentrate on finding the region ofr andR
in the simplified and tight situation.
B. Result
The procedure of our analysis is as follows: For a giv
r .0 and a combination of signs of fermion masses,M̃ nD
and M̃ nR /R are calculated. We compute the neutrino ma
matrix by the seesaw mechanism. Then we compute neu
mixings and neutrino mass ratios to see whether the res
reproduce the desired ones.
We are fortunate that we found many regions ofr which



















summarized in Tables I and II.
In Table I~a!, we show the result formbmt,0. Solutions
exist for various combinations of signs of quark and charg
lepton as we see from the table. Each sign combinatio
expressed by the abbreviated notationEi-D j -UkX. The in-
dices i, j , and k run 1, 2, 3, and 4, which express signs
masses as~2,2!, ~2,1!, ~1,2!, and~1,1! for a pair (e,m)
~denoted byE!, ~d,s! ~denoted byD!, and~u,c! ~denoted by
U!, respectively, andX takesP andM, which means that the
sign of mt is positive and negative, respectively. The regi
of r which reproduces the data in Eq.~23! is given in the
columnr. The column sin22umt shows the largest value of it
which is achieved by a specific value ofr shown in the
columnR(1013)(r ). The value ofR fixes the overall normal-
ization of the neutrino mass, especiallymnt . We found so-
lutions only for mt,0 in the range ofr 554– 64, which
coincide with our expectation given in Eq.~20!. For all cases
M̃ nD has a nonhierarchical form, whileM̃ nR[RM̃ takes a
hierarchical form. The mixings and masses with specific v
ues ofr andR for all cases are given in Table I~b!.
In Table II~a!, we show the result formbmt.0 case. The
notation to discriminate models which differ by sign comb
nations of fermion masses is the same as in Table I~a!. We
see that for all solutionsmt,0 and r;(500– 960), except
one case (E1-D2-U2P). These cases coincide what we e
pected from Eq.~21! and bothM̃ nD andM̃ nR[RM̃ take non
~less! hierarchical forms.
The caseE1-D2-U2P is realized whenr;35, which is
also what we expected in Eq.~22!, although the value ofr is
unknown. In this case,M̃ nD has a hierarchical form, while
M̃ nR[RM̃ takes a non~less! hierarchical form. In Table
II ~b!, we show the mixings and masses for all cases.
In the following, the neutrino mass matrix and the ne
trino mixing matrix are showed for some typical cases.
1. mbmt<0 case
a. E1-D3-U2P with r558.2. The Dirac mass term an



















As we expected,M nD has a nonhierarchical form for the pa
relevant to the second and the third generations, whileM nR
is hierarchical, because there is no cancellation of the
element ofM nR . The neutrino mass matrix and the neutrin
mixing matrix are given by
mn52
1


























which are multiplied by 1.0931013/R if the R dependence is
kept. Thus
Dm12
2 55.0831026 eV2, Dm23
2 53.3031024 eV2.
~28!
As we mentioned before, the mixing angles are compu
by assigning sinuem5(Un)12 and sinumt5(Un)23. This ap-
proximation is reasonable for the mixings and the hierarc
cal mass spectrum given in Eqs.~26! and ~27!.
The sensitivity of mixing angles sin22umt and sin
22uem
and also the ratioDm12
2 /Dm23
2 with respect to the parameterr05500d
i-
is shown in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c! respectively. The angle
sin2 2umt takes values larger than 0.7 for a wider range or.
The same holds for the ratioDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed re-
gion of r is essentially fixed by sin2 2uem and the region is
between 58 and 62. This situation holds for all cas
E1-D3-UiP ( i 51 – 4). We will show a comparison with
CHOOZ data, the disappearance test ofn̄e , at the end of this
section.
b. E4-D2-U3P with r558.1. The Dirac mass term an
the Majorana mass term are similar to the case given in S
III A 1 a, so that we give only the neutrino mass matrix an





















TABLE I. ~a! Ranges of the parameters ofr andR to predict the desired values of neutrino mixing angles and masses formbmt,0. ~b!
Predictions of neutrino mixing angles and masses formbmt,0. All cases correspond to~a!.
~a!
E1-D3-UiP ( i 52,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,2! ~1,2! ~2,2!,1 58.9–60.9 0.62–0.73~60.9! 0.89
~2,1!,1 58.2–61.7 0.78–1.4~58.2! 0.98
~1,2!,1 59.3–60.5 0.61–0.78~60.5! 0.89
~1,1!,1 58.5–61.4 0.83–1.4~58.5! 0.98
E2-D2-UiP ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,1! ~2,1! ~2,2!,1 55.0, 55.8–56.1, 61.9–62.3, 63.3–63.9 0.58–1.05~56.1! 0.98
~2,1!,1 55.0–55.6, 56.4–56.6, 61.4–61.7, 62.6–63.8 0.62–0.73~61.4! 0.89
~1,2!,1 55.0–55.1, 55.8–56.1, 61.8–62.2, 63.2–63.9 0.58–1.05~56.1! 0.98
~1,1!,1 55.0–55.7, 56.5–56.7, 61.3–61.6, 62.5–63.7 0.62–0.69~61.3! 0.90
E2-D4-UiP ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,1! ~1,1! ~2,2!,1 55.0–55.1, 62.9–63.1, 63.8–64.4 0.73–1.32~6 .9! 0.96
~2,1!,1 55.0–55.2, 55.8, 62.3–62.4, 63.0–64.1 0.64–0.81~62.3! 0.86
~1,2!,1 55.1–55.2, 62.9–63.1, 63.8–64.4 0.54–0.97~55.2! 0.96
~1,1!,1 55.0–55.3, 55.8–55.9, 62.2–62.3, 63.0–64.1 0.64–0.75~62.2! 0.89
E4-D2-UiP ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~1,1! ~2,1! ~2,2!,1 55.3–55.6, 56.8–57.7, 60.2–61.2, 62.6–63.2 0.65–1.17~57.7! 0.99
~2,1!,1 55.4–56.2, 57.2–57.6, 60.4–60.8, 61.9–63.1 0.38–0.68~60.8! 0.85
~1,2!,1 55.3–55.8, 57.0–58.1, 59.8–61.0, 62.4–63.2 0.62–1.11~58.1! 0.99
~1,1!,1 55.4–56.4, 57.4–57.8, 60.2–60.7, 61.8–63.1 0.36–0.64~60.7! 0.85
E4-D4-UiP ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~1,1! ~1,1! ~2,2!,1 55.2–55.3, 62.7–62.9, 63.6–64.3 0.54–0.98~55.3! 0.96
~2,1!,1 55.0–55.4, 55.9–56.0, 62.0–62.2, 62.8–64.0 0.64–0.72~62.0! 0.89
~1,2!,1 55.2–55.3, 62.6–62.9, 63.6–64.3 0.67–1.21~62.6! 0.97
~1,1!,1 55.0–55.4, 56.0–56.1, 62.0–62.1, 62.8–64.0 0.53–0.58~56.1! 0.891-6
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~b!
Model








0.019 0.89 20.0250 1.89 24.08 3.5631026 1.6631023
~60.9, 0.675!
E1-D3-U2P
0.018 0.98 20.0322 2.25 21.83 5.0831026 3.3031024
~58.2, 1.09!
E1-D3-U3P
0.020 0.89 20.00946 1.97 23.91 3.8731026 1.5231023
~60.5, 0.695!
E1-D3-U4P
0.019 0.98 20.0231 2.35 21.80 5.5131026 3.1931024
~58.5, 1.115!
E2-D2-U1P
0.019 0.98 20.304 22.26 2.06 5.03 1026 4.2131024
~56.1, 0.815!
E2-D2-U2P
0.014 0.89 20.436 21.93 4.09 3.5431026 1.6731023
~61.4, 0.675!
E2-D2-U3P
0.015 0.98 20.289 22.25 2.06 4.9831026 4.2131024
~56.1, 0.815!
E2-D2-U4P
0.017 0.90 20.411 21.87 4.21 3.33 1026 1.7731023
~61.3, 0.655!
E2-D4-U1P
0.014 0.96 21.29 22.58 2.06 4.9831026 4.1831024
~62.9, 1.025!
E2-D4-U2P
0.010 0.86 21.77 22.63 3.92 3.8031026 1.5331023
~62.3, 0.725!
E2-D4-U3P
0.018 0.96 21.32 22.59 2.08 4.9731026 4.2831024
~55.2, 0.755!
E2-D4-U4P
0.019 0.89 21.80 22.60 4.09 3.53 1026 1.6631023
~62.2, 0.695!
E4-D2-U1P
0.020 0.99 20.0287 22.23 2.02 4.9631026 4.0431024
~57.7, 0.91!
E4-D2-U2P
0.004 0.85 20.128 22.23 5.02 4.9631026 2.5131023
~60.8, 0.53!
E4-D2-U3P
0.020 0.99 20.0133 22.23 2.17 4.9731026 4.6531024
~58.1, 0.865!
E4-D2-U4P
0.003 0.85 20.109 22.23 5.30 4.9731026 2.8131023
~60.7, 0.50!
E4-D4-U1P
0.014 0.96 21.09 22.49 2.09 5.0131026 4.2931024
~55.3, 0.76!
E4-D4-U2P
0.019 0.89 21.49 22.37 4.16 3.3931026 1.7231023
~62.0, 0.68!
E4-D4-U3P
0.020 0.97 21.08 22.49 2.24 5.0131026 4.9631024
~62.6, 0.94!
E4-D4-U4P
0.018 0.89 21.45 22.34 4.26 3.3631026 1.8131023
~56.1, 0.555!f








which are multiplied by 0.86531013/R if the R dependence
is kept. Thus05500Dm12
2 54.9731026 eV2, Dm23
2 54.0531024 eV2.
~31!
As we can see from Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!, the angle
sin22umt takes values larger than 0.7 for a wider range or.
The same holds for the ratioDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed re-
gion of r is essentially fixed by sin2 2uem . There are three
allowed regions. This situation holds for all cas
E2-D2-UiP, E2-D4-UiP, E4-D2-UiP, and
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a. E1-D3-U4M with r5680. The Dirac mass term an



















As we expected, bothM nD and M nR have nonhierarchica
forms for the part relevant to the second and third gene
tions. The neutrino mass matrix and the neutrino mixing m
































2 55.0031026 eV2, Dm23
2 56.1531024 eV2.
~35!
As we can see from Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c!, the angle
sin22umt takes values larger than 0.7 for a wider range or.
The same holds for the ratioDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed re-
gion of r is essentially fixed by sin2 2uem . There are three
allowed regions similarly to the case given in Sec. III B 1 a.
This situation holds for all casesE1-D3-UiM ( i 51 – 4).
b. E3-D3-U3M with r5790. The Dirac mass term an
the Majorana mass term are similar to the case given in S
III B 2 a, sothat we only show the neutrino mass matrix a
the neutrino mixing matrixforTABLE II. ~a! Ranges of the parametersr andR to predict the desired neutrino mixings and masses
mbmt.0. ~b! Predictions of neutrino mixing angles and masses formbmt.0. All cases correspond to~a!.
~a!
E1-D1-UiM ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1015) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,2! ~2,2! ~2,2!,2 510–520, 550, 830–840, 900–950 0.55–0.99~550! 0.92
~2,1!,2 510–520, 540, 830–840, 900–950 1.30–2.36~830! 0.92
~1,2!,2 510–520, 550, 830–840, 900–950 0.55–0.99~550! 0.92
~1,1!,2 510–520, 540, 830–840, 900–950 1.30–2.36~830! 0.92
E1-D3-UiM ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1015) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,2! ~1,2! ~2,2!,2 550–580, 640–740, 840–910 0.84–1.51~690! 0.91
~2,1!,2 560–580, 640–740, 840–900 0.87–1.57~680! 0.92
~1,2!,2 550–580, 640–740, 840–910 0.84–1.51~690! 0.91
~1,1!,2 560–580, 640–740, 840–900 0.87–1.57~680! 0.92
E3-D1-UiM ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1015) (r ) sin2 2umt
~1,2! ~2,2! ~2,2!,2 510, 540, 840–850, 910–960 1.36–2.47~840! 0.91
~2,1!,2 510, 540, 840–850, 910–950 1.38–2.51~840! 0.92
~1,2!,2 510, 540, 840–850, 910–960 1.36–2.47~840! 0.91
~1,1!,2 510, 540, 840–850, 910–950 1.38–2.51~840! 0.92
E3-D3-UiM ( i 51,2,3,4)
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1015) (r ) sin2 2umt
~1,2! ~1,2! ~2,2!,2 520–540, 570–580, 790–810, 880–940 1.12–2.04~790! 0.92
~2,1!,2 530, 570–580, 790–810, 880–930 0.63–1.13~580! 0.93
~1,2!,2 520–540, 570–580, 790–810, 880–940 1.12–2.04~790! 0.92
~1,1!,2 530, 570–580, 790–810, 880–930 0.63–1.13~580! 0.93
E1-D2-U2P
e,m d,s u,c,t r R(1013) (r ) sin2 2umt
~2,2! ~2,1! ~2,1!,1 36.2–36.5 7.74–7.96~36.5! 0.751-8
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~b!
Model







0.018 0.92 0.976 2.44 22.63 4.9931026 6.9031024
~550, 0.77!
E1-D1-U2M
0.016 0.92 0.941 2.43 22.45 5.0131026 5.9631024
~830, 1.83!
E1-D1-U3M
0.019 0.92 0.979 2.44 22.64 4.9931026 6.9031024
~550, 0.77!
E1-D1-U4M
0.016 0.92 0.942 2.43 22.45 5.0131026 5.9631024
~830, 1.83!
E1-D3-U1M
0.009 0.9 2.3031024 2.24 22.72 5.0031026 7.3331024
~690, 1.175!
E1-D3-U2M
0.009 0.92 2.3431024 2.23 22.49 4.9931026 6.1531024
~680, 1.22!
E1-D3-U3M
0.010 0.91 2.4931024 2.24 22.72 5.0131026 7.3331024
~690, 1.175!
E1-D3-U4M
0.009 0.92 2.2131024 2.24 22.49 5.0031026 6.1531024
~680, 1.22!
E3-D1-U1M
0.015 0.91 1.16 2.52 22.44 5.0031026 5.9131024
~840, 1.915!
E3-D1-U2M
0.017 0.92 1.14 2.51 22.36 5.0131026 5.5031024
~840, 1.945!
E3-D1-U3M
0.015 0.91 1.16 2.52 22.44 5.0031026 5.9131024
~840, 1.915!
E3-D1-U4M
0.017 0.92 1.14 2.51 22.36 5.0031026 5.5031024
~840, 1.945!
E3-D3-U1M
0.016 0.92 0.241 2.25 22.65 5.0031026 6.9631024
~790, 1.58!
E3-D3-U2M
0.016 0.93 0.232 2.25 22.50 4.9931026 6.1931024
~580, 0.88!
E3-D3-U3M
0.016 0.92 0.242 2.25 22.65 5.0031026 6.9631024
~790, 1.58!
E3-D3-U4M
0.017 0.93 0.233 2.25 22.50 5.0031026 6.1931024
~580, 0.88!
Model































As we can see from Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!, the angle
sin22umt takes values larger than 0.7 for a wider range or.
The same holds for the ratioDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed re-
gion of r is essentially fixed by sin22uem . There are two05500allowed regions. This situation holds for all cas
E1-D1-UiM , E3-D1-UiM , andE3-D3-UiM ( i 51 – 4).
c. E1-D2-U2P with r536.5. This is a very special cas
corresponding to the case given in Sec. II E 2 b. TheDirac






























ODA, TAKASUGI, TANAKA, AND YOSHIMURA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 055001As we expected,M nD has a hierarchical form for the pa
relevant to the second and third generations, whileM nR is
less hierarchical, because of the cancellation of the 33
ment in M nR . The neutrino mass matrix and the neutri
mixing matrix are given by
mn5
1
















FIG. 1. Parameter dependence of neutrino mixing angles a
the ratio of neutrino mass squared differences for theE1-D3-U2P
case (mbmr,0). ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! show the r dependence of
sin2 2umt , sin
2 2uem , andDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed region ofr is





2 59.7131026 eV2, Dm23
2 52.0631024 eV2.
~40!
As we can see from Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!, and 5~c!, sin22uem is
insensitive tor and the allowed region is determined b
sin22umt andDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed region ofr is a tiny
region, so that the solution is quite sensitive to the value or.
This case will be the most unlikely one.
Finally, we comment on the CHOOZ data@2#. Since
Dm12
2 !Dm23
2 , we can consider the mixing angle for th
CHOOZ disappearance test ofne may be defined by sinueX
5(Un)13, which is sinuet in our cases and the mass-squar
difference isDm2.mnt
2 [m3
2. Then we compared these va
ues of parameters with the CHOOZ two-neutrino analys
We found the following: All cases exceptE1-D2-U2P
predict sin22uet;(0.2– 0.3). Formbmt,0 with mmmc,0
cases and alsombmt.0 cases, we predictDm
2
,1023 eV2, so that they are safe. Formbmt,0 with
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the E4-D2-U3P case (mbmr,0).
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2;231023 eV2 and their
values are on the boundary of the excluded region. This
be remedied by changingr slightly from the value we took to
achieve the largest value of sin22umt or by taking a larger
value ofR to reduce the overall neutrino mass scale. For
E1-D2-U2P case, we predict sin22uet;1310
24, so that
this satisfies the bound. In summary, many of our cases
dict in general rather large values of (Un)13;0.25. However,
all cases satisfy the CHOOZ bound. In several cases co
sponding tombmt,0 with mmmc.0, thene-nt oscillation
is large enough to be observed in the near future exp
ments.
We explicitly showed some of our solutions. Other cas
show the similar matrices to one of the above cases. For t
cases, we only showed neutrino mass and mixing in Tabl
and II.
IV. SUMMARY
We showed the mechanism to induce the nonhierarch
neutrino mass matrix by using the hierarchical forms of m
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for theE1-D3-U4M case (mbmt
.0). The allowed region ofr is essentially determined by repro










matrices ofM̃u , M̃d , and M̃ l , although it is a quite non-
trivial problem. Our model contains only one adjustable p
rameterr which determines neutrino mixings and the rati
of neutrino masses. The other parameterR is used to deter-
mine the absolute magnitude of neutrino masses, so th
determinesmnt in our hierarchical mass spectrum of neut
nos.
Following our mechanism, we found many solution
which are classified into three cases. Our mechanism g
antees the nonhierarchical structure only for the part relev
to the second and third generations and thus we inevita
predict small mixing betweene andnm , while large mixing
betweennm andnt . We examined ther dependence of mix-
ing angles and the ratios of neutrino masses and showed
sensitivity of these quantities tor. Depending on the choice
of relative signs of fermion masses, the pattern of sensitiv
changed. We showed that the solutions are not very sens
to r except theE1-D2-U2P case.
There arises the question of whether the existence of
solutions depends crucially on the values of quark mas
and mixings and/or the value of tanb. We examined anothe
et of the values used by Chacko and Mohapatra@8# and
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1 for the E3-D3-U3M case (mbmt.0).








































ODA, TAKASUGI, TANAKA, AND YOSHIMURA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 055001found that the solutions given in this paper exist with t
small change of the values ofr andR. Thus the existence o
our solutions does not depend on them.
Finally, we comment on CP violation. In the prese
analysis, we ignored CP violation effects. When CP violat
turns on, many phases enter in our model. One is from
Kobayashi-Maskawa phase and others are from the phas
quark and charged lepton masses. These phases will rela
tight situation which we considered. Thus we expect t
with CP violation models cover the broader range of
mixing angles and the neutrino masses. This problem is
der consideration.
Also, there is no good reason to assume thatM̃ l is diag-
onal, although it would be a hierarchical form. If we rela
this assumption, the models would cover a wider range
mixings and masses than what we obtained in this pape
FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 1 for theE1-D2-U2P case (mbmt.0).
The allowed region ofr is essentially determined by reproducin
sin2 2umt andDm12
2 /Dm23
2 . The allowed region is a tiny one, so th
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APPENDIX: THE PROOF OF THE INCOMPATIBILITY
OF THE MINIMAL MODEL AND QUARK AND
CHARGED LEPTON MASS SPECTRUM
For one ten-dimensional Higgs fieldn51 case, we have
an additional relation
M̃ l5cuD̃u1cdM̃d , ~A1!
where









In this appendix, we first discuss that the model conta
ing one 10 and one 126 representation cannot reproduce
charged lepton masses and thus the model is rejected i
pendently of neutrino masses and mixings. Then we go to
model which containsn(>2)10 and one 126 models. W
consider the ordinary seesaw mechanism to derive the
handed neutrino mass matrix. In the case of the type-II s
saw model proposed by Mohapatra and Senjanovic@11#,
there appears the left-handed neutrino mass matrix. In
case, we do not consider this by takingvL is small.
This model was considered by Mohapatra and co-work
@4,5,8# as a model to give a unified model to explain qua
and lepton masses and mixings. Recently, Brahmachari
Mohapatra@8# showed that this model cannot explain th
desired neutrino mixing pattern, the small mixing betweenne
andnm , and the large mixing betweennm andnt .
Here we show that this model is not able to explain t
charged lepton masses, so that the model is rejected inde
dently of the arguments on neutrino masses and mixin
First, we see that the charged lepton mass matrix is writte
a linear combination of quark mass matrices as in Eq.~A1!.
Becauseumtu.umbu;l3umtu with the Cabibbo anglel
50.2205,cu;l
3 andcd;1. Knowing thatD̃u is a diagonal
matrix andM̃d is almost diagonal, and also the mass hier
chy of the u-quark sector is much severer that that of t
d-quark sector, we observe that the contribution to the fi
and second generation parts ofM̃ l from theu-quark partDu
is negligible so that it is proportional to that ofM̃d . Thus the
mass matrix that predictsme /mm.md /ms does not repro-
duce the observed hierarchical structure of thed-quark and
charged lepton masses such as predicted by the Ge
Jarskog mass relationsmb5mt , ms5mm/3, andmd53me at
the GUT scale.1-12
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